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Cyber-Empathic Design:
A Data-Driven Framework
for Product Design
A critical task in product design is mapping information from consumer to design space.
Currently, this process largely depends on designers identifying and mapping psychologi-
cal and consumer level factors to engineered attributes. In this way, current methodolo-
gies lack provision to test a designer’s cognitive reasoning and could introduce bias
when mapping from consumer to design space. In addition, current dominant frameworks
do not include user–product interaction data in design decision making, nor do they
assist designers in understanding why a consumer has a particular perception about a
product. This paper proposes a framework—cyber-empathic (CE) design—where
user–product interaction data are acquired using embedded sensors. To gain insight into
consumer perceptions relative to product features, a network of psychological constructs
is utilized. Structural equation modeling (SEM) is used as the parameter estimation and
hypothesis testing technique, making the framework falsifiable in nature. To demonstrate
effectiveness of the framework, a case study of sensor-integrated shoes is presented,
where two models are compared—one survey-only and one using the cyber-empathic
framework model. Covariance-based SEM (CB-SEM) is used to estimate the parameters
and the fit indices. It is shown that the cyber-empathic framework results in improved fit
over a survey-only SEM. This work demonstrates how low-level user–product interaction
data can be used to understand and model user perceptions in a way that can support fal-
sifiable design inference. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4036780]

Keywords: cyber-empathic design, data-driven design, design methodology, product
design, product development

1 Introduction and Motivation

A fundamental task common to the design of consumer prod-
ucts is to translate consumer information to engineering require-
ments. In the case of product redesign, the typical process of
mapping information from consumer space to design space can be
abstracted to four basic steps [1–3], where raw information is col-
lected directly from consumers using surveys and other instru-
ments, followed by processing of the collected information using
models of consumer perceptions. These models try to understand
the overall consumer utility. Subsequently, the designer identifies
and maps how consumer factors relate to product attributes that
ultimately influence consumer behavior. Finally, new product
alternatives are developed using the aggregation of consumer and
product information and tools such as quality deployment function
(QFD) [4–6] or discrete choice theory [7] to obtain a set of opti-
mal design options.

Traditionally, consumer information is mapped onto a single
construct—utility, using methods like discrete choice analysis

(DCA) or choice analysis (CA) [7]. These methods have their ori-
gins in the marketing domain where they are used to understand
the important design parameters/attributes affecting the fulfillment
of consumer perceptions and ultimately their preferences. There
are two challenges with this process [4–8]:

(a) Reliance on a single construct—utility, which is referred to
indirectly by mathematical models.

(b) Reliance on a designer to map insights obtained from con-
sumer information to design parameters.

This mapping can be influenced by various forms of designer
bias including prior experience, existing mental models, and
industry/team/firm culture and practices [8].

In addition to utility, other constructs also affect consumer pref-
erences. An alternative approach in understanding these preferen-
ces comes from behavioral research in consumer psychology
where constructs measuring specific thoughts, perceptions, and
attitudes are mapped onto a network of interconnected judgments
that predict downstream consumer preferences. This network of
interconnected judgments is a “causal path structure,” which can
be traced to understand the reason behind a particular perception
or downstream use intention. This structural path analysis of user
psychology, if obtained, can be rich information for the designer
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potentially reducing the designer’s bias/preconceptions while
mapping consumer information to attributes. By developing a
structural path model of user psychology, the designer will not
only be able to understand “what” the preferences of the consum-
ers are, but also “why” consumers have a particular preference
(i.e., they can map particular sentiments embodied in psychologi-
cal constructs to engineered features of the product).

One of the strengths of marketing models, like DCA, is their
quantitative nature and scalability [7]. On the other hand, con-
sumer psychology-based methods (referred to as subjective meth-
ods) are largely not quantitative and struggle with scalability.
Another factor that affects consumer perception is user–product
interaction. Both DCA and CA do not incorporate user–product
interaction data in a quantitative manner. The premise of this
work is that the incorporation of user–product interaction data
processed through a network of interconnected judgments will
reduce the cognitive load and potential mental bias of designers
by assisting them in mapping product features and attributes to
consumer perceptions. The long-term vision for this research is
the development of a data-driven design paradigm capable of
modeling consumer perceptions and preferences on an individual
basis for products in the field by incorporating user–product inter-
action data. Toward establishing the foundations of such a para-
digm, there are three research challenges this work attempts to
address:

(i) How can quantitative and scalable user–product interac-
tion data be obtained?

(ii) How can the user–product interaction data be used to
understand consumer perceptions and map them onto a
network of psychological constructs?

(iii) Is incorporating user–product interaction data effective to
model user perceptions?

In addressing research challenge (i), we look to the emerging
internet of things where increased integration of sensors in com-
mon consumer products is ongoing to make “smarter” products
and environments (e.g., see Nest Thermostats [9]) and serves as
critical cyberinfrastructure for data acquisition. In this work, we
embed sensors in consumer products to collect user–product inter-
action data and extract information that will help in understanding
consumer perceptions.

To address the other two research challenges, a customizable
framework is developed where user–product interaction data are
integrated with information obtained from traditional methods
like surveys. The proposed framework represents an extension of
empathic design [10–12], where we observe users nonintrusively
using sensors. Thus, we refer to the proposed approach as cyber-
empathic design.

In this work, we present a brief overview of the existing meth-
ods in design in Sec. 2. We then present the proposed framework
and the analytical technique in Sec. 3, followed by a case study
with results and discussion in Sec. 4. Finally, in Sec. 5, we present
the conclusions and future work.

2 Current State of Design Methods

Many theories and techniques have been proposed by the
design community to understand consumer requirements and then
leverage them in a design process in order to make better prod-
ucts. A primary focus of these methods is to model the relation-
ship between the consumer space and design space.

2.1 Mapping Consumer and Design Spaces. Many quantita-
tive methods are functionally based in the marketing domain,
while other more subjective methods attempt to improve design
by considering the user–product experiences using data sources
such as surveys and focus groups. Consumer requirements are
eventually mapped to technical specifications and product attrib-
utes with the objective of maximizing the value of the product.
Recently, there have been attempts to extend and merge the

quantitative and subjective information by using various techni-
ques emerging in data analytics. In this section, we present a brief
review of these methods, while also noting the need for new meth-
ods to complement the existing approaches.

Many of the roots of the methods to map consumer and design
spaces lie in QFD [4–6]. The first step in QFD is to capture the
“voice of the customer” using interviews, surveys, and focus
groups resulting in a set of requirements along with their relative
importance. The house of quality (HOQ) [4] is a tool used to map
consumer requirements to technical specifications. The challenge
with HOQ is that it relies on subjective assessments from the
designers to identify the mapping and importance of the relation-
ships between individual customer requirements and technical
specifications. HOQ has evolved and can include uncertainty in
consumers’ and designers’ information and can also classify
requirements according to the Kano model [13]. Though QFD and
HOQ have evolved since their inception, the primary focus and
challenge remains the same, which is to map consumer require-
ments to technical specifications using designers’ mental models
[14].

The use of demand modeling as a basis for product develop-
ment decisions is represented by the decision-based-design frame-
work [15]. One of the most important steps in demand modeling
is the development of an analytical model to link consumer per-
ceptions and valuations of products along with their individual
attributes, to specific product features and performance levels,
which are under the control of the designer. This approach allows
designers to optimize the product through tradeoffs in demand,
price, and production cost to ultimately maximize profit or an
equivalent surrogate such as value [15–17]. The fundamentals for
the demand-based approach lie in multi-attribute utility theory
[18] and aggregate demand models to model the preferences of a
population [19].

In the design community, there has been an increased focus on
integrating demand modeling and using it as a fundamental
approach to inform engineering decisions. Much of the work has
focused on integrating DCA [7] as the theoretical basis for this
approach. For instance, in Ref. [20], DCA was integrated into
Hazelrigg’s decision-based-design framework. Research has also
focused on developing models to represent market heterogeneity
[21]. It has been shown in Ref. [20] that it is not sufficient for a
designer to use a (normative) multi-attribute (utility) decision-
making approach to represent the design preferences of an entire
market population. For similar reasons, the aggregate demand
models [19] used in engineering design are limited as they insuffi-
ciently capture the variability found among consumers.

On the other hand, disaggregate demand-modeling techniques
use data of individuals instead of group averages and enable more
accurate capture of the variation among individuals. Depending
on the degree of heterogeneity and the specific design problem,
different types of DCA models, such as multinomial logit [22],
nested logit [23], and mixed logit [24], have been utilized in
design to capture heterogeneity in consumer preferences. In Ref.
[25], by allowing random taste variation across the population
using a hierarchical Bayes mixed logit model, the heterogeneity in
consumer preference is modeled using random parameters without
including the customer profile into the choice modeling. In Ref.
[26], continuous representations of consumer preference using
hierarchical Bayes mixed logit models are compared with discrete
representation using latent class mixed logit models where con-
sumers are grouped into segments based on their preferences.
Limitations of the latent class mixed logit models for fully
capturing preference behavior are also identified. In addition to
the random heterogeneity, in Ref. [27], systematic consumer het-
erogeneity using explicit terms of customer profile attributes is
introduced.

In addition to these contributions, other work has focused on
the area of efficient data collection for DCA [28]. Attempts have
been made to integrate a DCA methodology with other traditional
methodologies like HOQ [29] and the analytical hierarchy process
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[30]. The discrete choice methodology has also been extended to
include uncertainty in the discrete choice parameters and to estab-
lish relationships with uncertainty in profitability [31].

Although these are effective methods and serve as good starting
points in understanding consumer preferences, there are still chal-
lenges in implementation [32]. These methods are not effective in
handling inconsistencies in consumer preferences that exist at psy-
chological levels, like differences between stated and revealed
preferences [33]. In addition, the introduction of designers’ biases
presents a significant challenge in these methods. In discrete
choice-based methods, the mapping of consumer preferences and
product features is indirectly carried out using mathematical mod-
els built on partworths. However, the designer is still responsible
for determining which features to survey on, indirectly providing
a cognitive bias toward the engineered attribute mapping process.

Another critical piece of information missing in the current
quantitative methodologies is the user–product interaction data.
Consumers develop an emotional connection with their products
and the manner in which consumers use the products affect their
perceptions. The use of quantitative information captured from
actual user–product interaction data is currently limited. As a
result, current models fail to provide insights into why certain
choices were made because of the limited scope of the psycholog-
ical factors included in the model.

2.2 Methods to Capture User Experiences. In addition to
the previous methods, there are other methods used to improve
design by considering the user–product experiences and interfa-
ces. One of the critical differences between the methods of
Sec. 2.1 and those discussed here is that these methods include
various individual subjective, emotional, and psychological cues
that are largely not included in the mapping methods. These meth-
ods include empathic design, universal design and affordance
based design.

Empathic design provides insights leading to potential product
innovations by focusing on specific cues that aid in identifying
these opportunities. These cues include but are not limited to frus-
trations and confusions, fears and anxieties, wasted time, use trig-
gers, etc. [10]. In Ref. [10], the focus is on expanding an empathic
design methodology into the auto industry through the develop-
ment of specific methods that leverage the Kano model to identify
“delight” attributes of the products. Researchers have also
attempted to develop approaches using “empathic lead users” in
ways that differ greatly from the typical user in order to gain
insights into how product developments could benefit a significant
portion of the market [12].

Universal design is an ideology for product design that focuses
on usability effectiveness for all types of users and across full user
lifespans regardless of abilities [34]. Based on this perspective,
seven design principles are utilized: equitable use, flexibility in
use, simple and intuitive use, perceptible information, tolerance
for error, low physical effort, and size and space for approach and
use [34].

Affordance-based design relies on user-derived perspectives to
develop a set of abilities afforded the user by the product. The
concept of affordances comes from psychology and was first
introduced by Gibson [35], and later referenced by Donald Nor-
man in the context of product design [36,37]. This methodology
focuses on shifting designer thinking away from product functions
and toward the behavior that a product should afford the user
[36–38].

Recently, attempts have been made to extract user experience
information from nontraditional sources of information including
online product reviews. This information is then translated using
data analytics in order to extract product features and quantita-
tively investigate product feature preferences [39–43]. In prefer-
ence modeling, the mathematical techniques traditionally rely on
linear mapping. Using advanced nonlinear techniques in data ana-
lytics, the accuracy of preference prediction have been improved

[44]. These extensions also demonstrate their effectiveness in han-
dling large and varied datasets of information.

Social behavior and network analysis have also emerged as an
effective technique in extending existing methods to model prod-
uct preferences [45–48]. The improvements are definitely promis-
ing, but still lack incorporation of user–product interaction data in
a quantitative manner. In addition, all these methods provide
hypotheses about design and designers’ perceptions about the
mapping of product attributes to consumer perceptions but are
unable to provide a basis for confirming or falsifying whether
those perceptions are true. We submit that data generated directly
during product use (from, for example, embedded sensors) can
complement existing methods while also addressing many of the
challenges raised in previous work.

The timing of this work aligns with the recent emergence of the
internet of things where information can now be acquired and uti-
lized directly from product operation [49–51]. However, acquiring
and utilizing data generated by products is restricted to capital
intensive products such as automobiles, aircrafts, etc. [51]. Also,
use of such data are restricted to predictive maintenance [51–54],
marketing [49–51], and environmental impact assessment [51,55].
In addition, there is a lack of research on utilizing data generated
by products as feedback to a design process [51,56].

Based on the discussion in this section, there is a clear need and
opportunity to obtain quantitative information regarding user–
product interactions to map these interactions to psychological
constructs and to develop an analytical technique to model and
statistically confirm or deny the relationship. In Sec. 3, we present
a flexible architecture to fill this current gap in design capability.
The proposed architecture and method has its basis in utilizing
embedded sensor data and structural equation modeling (SEM).

3 Proposed Method

In this section, the method to address the challenges discussed
in Secs. 1, 2.1, and 2.2 is presented. Specifically, a flexible frame-
work and an analytical technique for consumer perception model-
ing in design are presented.

3.1 Framework. Fundamentally, this work is built upon the
paradigm of empathic design as we attempt to make field observa-
tions about how a user interacts with a given product, although
nonintrusively. We provide a framework to incorporate user–
product interaction data along with a network of various psycho-
logical constructs that are of interest to designers in that they
provide insight into user perceptions of the product. The network
of psychological constructs can help a designer understand why a
user has a particular perception about a product.

Currently, there is a surge in the development of smart products
that provide real-time feedback to both users and product manu-
facturers. We imagine that in the near future, it will be possible to
embed sensors in every product with which a user interacts. These
sensors would collect information and provide feedback to the
user directly, as well as provide useful and important user–
product interaction data to the product designers. This work uses
embedded sensors in products to collect user–product interaction
data, to extract relevant features from raw data (e.g., use statis-
tics), and to map those features onto a network of interconnected
judgments, which are represented by psychological constructs of
the users that are of interest to designers.

The long-term vision of this work is to provide a framework
that leads designers to explore specific product manipulation stud-
ies, based upon product features that have significant influence on
user perceptions. These types of “actionable insights” will help
designers to develop products that are more aligned with individ-
ual user needs and experiences. To provide such insight the frame-
work must prove capable of delivering more specific information
by replacing formative survey measures with formative sensor
measures. Demonstrating the effectiveness of the use of sensors
through improved model fit is the focus of this study.
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In Sec. 3.2, the analytical technique and the psychological con-
structs used for this work are presented. The framework architec-
ture is flexible meaning that the framework allows additional
psychological constructs to be included.

3.2 Analytical Technique. To develop the analytical frame-
work for the cyber-empathic (CE) framework using psychological
constructs, SEM is used as the modeling foundation. SEM is a
multivariate statistical technique widely used in biology, econom-
ics, sociology, psychology, and consumer research [57–59]. The
basic model underlying the SEM approach is reflected in the fol-
lowing equations:

g 5 Bgþ Cnþ f (1)

y 5 Kygþ � (2)

x 5 Kxnþ d (3)

where g refers to the vector of endogenous random variables (vari-
ables influenced by other exogenous or endogenous variables), n
refers to the vector of exogenous random variables (variables
influencing other endogenous variables), B represents the coeffi-
cient matrix showing the influence of the endogenous variables on
each other, C represents the coefficient matrix showing the influ-
ence of the exogenous variables on the endogenous variables, x
and y are the vectors of observed variables, Kx and Ky are the
coefficient matrices showing the relationship of exogenous and
endogenous variables on the observed variables, respectively, f
represents the structural error, and � and d are the measurement
errors.

Equation (1) represents the structural model, and Eqs. (2) and
(3) represent the measurement model. The structural model shows
the relationships between the theoretical or hypothetical (latent)
constructs, which are not directly measurable. In SEM, latent vari-
ables are referred to as hidden constructs that cannot be measured
directly. In product design, latent variables could take form in
“unknown user needs” or represent certain “psychological con-
structs” that are of interest to designers. In the context of the CE
framework, latent variables in SEM are psychological constructs
that are of interest to designers.

The SEM represents a set of linear structural equations where
the parameters are not just descriptive measures of association but
also reveal an invariant causal relation to the extent the basic
assumptions about the data are met [57]. This general system of
equations allows us to link measured variables coming from vari-
ous sources to underlying psychological constructs, along with
their interrelationship, all in a single model. In SEM, using con-
firmatory factor analysis, multiple hypotheses of the interrelation-
ships of the psychological constructs (structural models) can be
tested. The structural model of the psychological constructs is
defined by the designer and is usually an iterative process. Testing
multiple structural models allows testing of multiple mental

models until there is convergence on a best (minimum error)
model. Thus, for the cyber-empathic framework, confirmatory fac-
tor analysis can be used to test the designers’ hypotheses regarding
the structure of the interconnected psychological constructs.

A general framework for cyber-empathic design is shown in
Fig. 1. The exogenous and endogenous latent variables are the
psychological constructs which represent user perceptions that are
of interest to the designer but are not directly measurable. Instead,
these are quantified through reflective and/or formative measure-
ments [60].

In a reflective model, a construct is posited as the common
cause of the measurements/indicator variables and causal action
flows from the construct to the measurement variables. The reflec-
tive measurement data are collected using self-report surveys,
which help users “reflect” on their product usage and other psy-
chological constructs such as their perceived comfort.

In some cases, user reflections are shaped by actual user–
product interaction, which acts as a formative measure [60]. A
formative model posits a construct (latent variable) that represents
the common variation in a collection of measurement/indicators.
The causal action flows from the measurement variable to the con-
struct. The user–product interaction affects a user’s reflections
about a product and their associated psychological constructs. In
the CE framework since user–product interaction data are
obtained using sensors, the sensor data represent the formative
measures. Thus, the framework integrates multimodal data (repre-
sented by rectangles in Fig. 1) and represents an important contri-
bution of this work.

A representative example of the CE framework is shown in
Fig. 2. The model is dependent on the product and context in
which the product is used. It is a nontrivial task to identify psy-
chological constructs and establish relationships. As a starting
point, we suggest that designers use psychological constructs that
are of interest to them and develop a theory-driven model (as in
the case of the representative example). Recommendations
described in Ref. [61] should be followed to develop and assess
the model appropriately.

The example of the CE framework includes a set of psychologi-
cal constructs based on studies and measurement models from the
marketing domain [59,62–66]. Based on past product usage
research, it is expected that “prior experience”/“expertise” [62]
and the users’ “involvement” [63] with the product category could
affect their perception about the product’s “ease of use.” Thus,
these two psychological constructs are used as two exogenous
constructs in the CE causal model. According to the technology
adoption model [64], the ease of use [65] as well as “product
capability perceptions” [63] drive “usage intentions” [65,66]. In
this example, the product capability perception is considered as an
exogenous variable. Usage intention can be dependent on and
influenced by product capability perception and, therefore, is con-
sidered an endogenous variable in the example.

The psychological constructs considered so far in the literature
do not leverage the user–product interaction data. For users, the
“physical ease of use” of the product is also an important factor

Fig. 1 Analytical model of cyber-empathic design framework
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that affects their perceptions. If the user is not at ease interacting
with or using a product, they will likely not purchase the product.

In this example, user–product interaction data from embedded
sensors is leveraged to understand and model physical ease of use,
which can represent more specific constructs like “comfort”
depending on the scenario. This construct captured by the sensor
data is another exogenous variable in the framework. Physical
ease of use can affect “perceived ease of use” as well, which as
stated earlier is an endogenous variable.

This set of psychological constructs in the representative exam-
ple reflects the intended adoption or stated preferences of the user.
However, in previous work, it is illustrated that stated and
revealed preferences may diverge, limiting the predictive value of
preference models [33]. As a result, it is important to consider
revealed preferences from a design point of view. Revealed pref-
erences can be obtained by using information regarding the buy-
ing history of the user. However, owning a product and actually
using or adopting them are different. A customer may buy a prod-
uct, but if not satisfied with the product postpurchase, may not use
it affecting the future buying behavior of the customer. Thus, to
further understand the user’s perception of the product, their
“actual adoption” [65] is an important factor to be considered and
embedded sensors can be used to model this adoption. In this
example, actual adoption or “usage adoption” is considered as the
final psychological construct and since it is dependent on other
constructs, it is an endogenous variable. To summarize, the psy-
chological constructs considered in this example along with their
classification and their measurement mode are shown in Table 1.

An important advantage of this framework lies in the use of
sensor data to quantify the influence (via structural path analysis)
of a particular design attribute or feature on a particular percep-
tion. A sensor-augmented path analysis will provide more precise
(at the resolution of sensors) and objective information that will
aid designers in defining future product manipulation studies (i.e.,
studies that systematically vary engineered features to quantify
the changes in user perception). While product attribute manipula-
tions are beyond the scope of this study, in Sec. 4, we present an

application of the framework to develop a structural path model
for a particular type of shoe.

4 Case Study, Results, and Discussion

To demonstrate the effectiveness of incorporating user–product
interaction information using the CE framework, a case study of a
sensor-integrated shoe is presented in this section. The psycholog-
ical constructs along with the theory-based relationship used
among these factors are also presented. To demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of the sensor-enabled framework two models are
compared—one model is based only on survey data and the sec-
ond incorporates additional data from embedded sensors.

4.1 Sensor Data Acquisition System. As part of the study,
standard walking shoes were retrofitted with various sensors. The
sensors include force sensitive resistors (FSR), accelerometers,
flex sensors, and temperature sensors. The sensor suite consists of
(8) FSRs, (1) accelerometer, (1) flex, and (1) temperature sensor.
The FSRs target the forefoot, midfoot, and the hind-foot area as
shown in Fig. 3. The accelerometer is used to understand the ori-
entation of the foot and how a person is walking. The temperature
sensor is used to understand how warm the shoe feels after a
period of time and how it affects the comfort of users. The sensors
were attached under the removable insert of the shoe and their
placement is shown in Fig. 3. An Arduino Mega was used as the
microcontroller to collect the data at a frequency of 22 Hz. It
should be noted that for this case study, the product attributes of
the shoes remained unchanged throughout the experiment. Section
4.2 presents the experimental protocol to capture the users’ per-
ceptions when they use the sensor-integrated device.

4.2 Experimental Protocol. To collect data, student, staff,
and faculty participants were recruited from the University at
Buffalo—SUNY. The shoe sizes were limited to women’s sizes 7,
8, and 9 (U.S.) and men’s sizes 8, 9, and 10 (U.S.). Participants
were paid $20 as compensation for their participation. In total,
151 users participated in the study; however, data from only 142
users could be used for analysis. The surveys were conducted
using QUALTRICS software.

For the study, each participant completed three surveys using
their smartphones and walked on a designated path across the
campus for approximately 25 min. The path included tasks like
walking on a flat surface, walking upstairs, walking downstairs,
sitting, and standing. Each participant walked approximately 1
mile for the study.

The three surveys collected data specific to certain psychologi-
cal constructs and were collected at specific intervals—one before
starting the walking experiment, one during the experiment (after
completing a set of tasks), and one after completing the

Fig. 2 Representative cyber-empathic design causal model derived from technology adop-
tion model

Table 1 Psychological constructs for representative cyber-
empathic design model

Psychological construct Type Measurement mode

Prior expertise Exogenous Survey
Product involvement Exogenous Survey
Perceived ease of use Endogenous Sensorþ survey
Product capability Exogenous Survey
Physical ease of use Exogenous Sensor
Usage intentions Endogenous Survey
Usage adoptions Endogenous Sensorþ survey
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experiment. The sensor data were collected only when the partici-
pants were performing the tasks (which included completing the
second survey while sitting). Over 95 GB of sensor data were
acquired and analyzed for this work. It should be noted that if data
(sensor and survey) are being collected from n users over a period
of time, it has the potential to fulfill the four V’s criteria of big
data—volume, velocity, variety, and veracity [56]. Therefore, the
CE framework could accommodate big data. However, to explore
and validate this capability, we will conduct more studies with
more complex products in future work.

The psychological constructs considered for this work and meas-
ured using the consumer surveys are presented in Sec. 4.3.

4.3 Psychological Constructs. For this case study, the psy-
chological constructs being considered are design appeal, per-
ceived capability, perceived usability, perceived comfort, user
evaluation, and usage intention. The first survey (i.e., the pre-
session survey, which is completed prior to the walking tasks)
measures design appeal, perceived capability, and perceived
usability. The second survey (i.e., the in-situation survey completed
at the halfway point of the walking circuit) measures perceived
comfort, while the last survey (i.e., the postsession survey) meas-
ures all the constructs. Readers are referred to Ref. [67] for the sur-
vey questionnaire related to each construct. The additional sensor
data are used to understand the perceived comfort construct.

Based on past research concerning the factors that impact per-
ceived comfort [68,69], the assumed relationships among the psy-
chological constructs, which represents our hypothesis, are shown
in Fig. 4 and this hypothesis is tested using SEM. Of course, there
is a possibility that other construct relationships exist possibly
producing different results than ours. Analysis and comparison of
different construct relationships is a topic of future work and can
readily be supported by the CE framework and corresponding fit
indices. Covariance-based SEM (CB-SEM), which is based on the
principle of maximum likelihood [57], is used as the parameter
estimation algorithm and for hypothesis testing. For this work,
results are obtained using SPSS-AMOS software. The analysis
procedure to test our hypothesis is presented in Sec. 4.4.

4.4 Analytic Procedure. The analysis procedure to estimate
the parameters of the CE model using the CB-SEM method is

shown in Fig. 5. The sensor signal data are first cleaned to elimi-
nate noise followed by a feature extraction procedure. The
extracted features are a representation of the sensor data, which
act as input to the SEM model. It should be noted that feature
designing and extraction from sensor data is a complex task and
can vary based on the situation. For example, features designed
for activity classification can be different from features designed
to estimate comfort rating. Modern methods like machine learning
can be used to automatically learn features [70,71]; however, the
application and integration of these methods is beyond the scope
of this work.

Once the features are defined and extracted, CB-SEM factor
analysis is performed using the features. The factor scores act as
the inputs to the measurement model for the perceived comfort
construct. Similarly, the survey measures are used as inputs for
the measurement model of the corresponding constructs. The
measurement model is then used to develop the structural model
and estimate the parameters.

CB-SEM assumes that the input data are normally distributed;
hence, the data (survey and sensor features) are transformed to
normal distributions using a Box-Cox [72] transformation tech-
nique. In the case of the CE design framework, the process of
parameter estimation and obtaining a satisfactory model using

Fig. 3 Foot areas and sensor integrated shoe insert: (a)1 foot
areas for sensor placement and (b) sensor integrated shoe insert

Fig. 4 Cyber-empathic hypothesis for case study

Fig. 5 Case study analysis procedure

1Figure modified from original by Phulvar (Own work) [CC BY-SA 3.0 (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0)], via Wikimedia Commons.
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CB-SEM is dependent on the quality of the extracted features.
The process is iterative until the fit indices criteria are met and the
best model is obtained (based on the convergence of the fit indi-
ces). In this process, as uncertainty lies mostly in the feature engi-
neering process, new features have to be generated until
satisfactory fit index measures are obtained. The results reported
in this work are based on the best features extracted to obtain a
satisfactory model. The results obtained for the case study using
the analysis procedures and related discussion is presented in
Sec. 4.5.

4.5 Results. To test the effectiveness of incorporating
user–product interaction data using the CE framework, two mod-
els are compared in this section. The first model is based only on
survey data (survey-based model) and the second model integrates
the user–product interaction data from the sensors (CE model).
The only psychological construct that differs between the survey-
based model and CE model is perceived comfort. In the survey-
based model, localized comfort measures for specific areas of the
foot are obtained using surveys, while in the CE model, localized
measures are obtained from sensors. These localized measures are
the formative indicators for the perceived comfort construct. The
surveys are presented in Ref. [67].

For the CB-SEM, based on recommendations in the SEM litera-
ture [57], goodness of fit index (GFI), the comparative fit index
(CFI), the non-normed fit index (NNFI), the root-mean-square
error of approximation (RMSEA), the Akaike information crite-
rion (AIC), and the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) are used
as the fit criteria for model comparison. Higher GFI, CFI, and
NNFI correspond to better models while lower RMSEA, AIC, and

BIC correspond to better models [73–75]. In addition, the
Browne–Cudeck single-sample cross-validation (BCC) index is
used to compare the generalizability and predictive capability of
the models [76]. As per recommendations, a good model has BCC
in the range 0–2.0, while models with BCC from 2.0 to 4.0 are
considered weak models. Models with lower BCC are considered
better.

4.5.1 Psychological Constructs Assessment (Measurement
Model). The first step in CB-SEM is to develop the measurement
model and assess the psychological constructs. In this section, we
present the results of confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) for both
models considered in this work—survey-based model and CE
model. For this work, we develop and assess two measurement
models. As the first step for assessment, we develop a measure-
ment model using only reflective indicators for all psychological
constructs (Fig. 4). Based on the assessment, we then develop a
measurement model only for perceived comfort, as it is a multiple
indicator and multiple cause (MIMC) model, i.e., it has both form-
ative and reflective [60] indicators. Such a scenario agrees with
intuition because the localized comfort (formative) measures rep-
resented by survey questions about pressure felt in various regions
of the foot (Fig. 3(a)) will drive the overall perceived comfort
construct, which is reflected by the overall comfort perception
measures (reflective) represented by survey questions about the
comfort of the shoe.

The CFA results obtained using only the reflective indicators
are presented in Table 2. Results of Table 2 do not include the fac-
tor scores corresponding to the localized formative comfort meas-
ures. CR is the composite reliability and AVE is the average
variance extracted. We observe the following from Table 2:

Table 3 Perceived comfort CFA (MIMC model)

Survey-based model Cyber-empathic model

Items (survey) Factor loading for reflective measures Items (CE model) Factor loading for reflective measures

Perceived comfort Comfort1 0.82 Comfort1 0.74
Comfort3 0.98 Comfort3 0.95
Comfort4 0.94 Comfort4 0.91
Comfort5 0.69 Comfort5 0.59

v2 df GFI CFI NNFI RMSEA AIC BIC

Survey 154.40 12.00 0.82 0.5 0.13 0.29 186.40 692.25
CE 54.60 12.00 0.91 0.81 0.67 0.15 86.60 133.90

Satisfactory values: CR, GFI, CFI, NNFI � 0.9, AVE � 0.5 [73–75]

Table 2 Confirmatory factor analysis results for reflective indicators

Factor loading Cronbach’s alpha CR AVE Factor loading Cronbach’s alpha CR AVE

Design appeal 0.93 0.96 0.96 0.88 User evaluation 0.89 0.95 0.94 0.85
0.94 0.95
0.95 0.93

Perceived effectiveness 0.85 0.88 0.80 0.65 Perceived comfort 0.64 0.78 0.69 0.55
0.77 0.49
0.76 0.88
0.84 0.89

Perceived usefulness 0.91 0.95 0.95 0.86 Adoption intention 0.89 0.97 0.96 0.88
0.95 0.96
0.93 0.96

v2 df GFI CFI NNFI RMSEA AIC BIC

198.79 155.00 0.88 0.98 0.98 0.04 308.79 471.4

Satisfactory values: CR, GFI, CFI, NNFI � 0.9, AVE � 0.5 [73–75]
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— Factor loadings of (most) reflective measures of design
appeal, perceived effectiveness, perceived usability, user
evaluation, and adoption intention are greater than 0.7.

— Cronbach’s alpha, CR, and AVE values of design appeal,
perceived effectiveness, perceived usability, user evalua-
tion and adoption intention are satisfactory.

— Overall fit indices GFI, CFI, and NNFI are also satisfactory.
Hence, the measurement models obtained for these factors
are satisfactory.

— Based on the values for factor loadings, Cronbach’s alpha,
CR, and AVE, reflective measures are not adequate to
model perceived comfort. Thus, there is a need to introduce
formative measures as well and develop an MIMC model
for perceived comfort.

To build the MIMC model for perceived comfort, we require
direct measure of formative indicators, for example, pressure at
specified locations in the shoe. In the survey-based model, these
formative indicators are measured using survey questions regard-
ing pressure felt in fore-, mid-, and hind-foot as in Fig. 3(a). As
the localized survey measures in the survey-based model focused
on only perceived pressure, for model comparison purposes, only
force sensor (FSR) data are utilized in the CE model. That is, for
the CE model, formative survey measures are replaced by sensor
measurements. This represents the key concept of the cyber-
empathic framework.

In this work, only simple features which are representations of
the raw signal data are used as input to the CFA model. Specifi-
cally, mean force is used as the feature in this work. Multiple iter-
ations were conducted with different features according to the
procedure presented in Sec. 4.4. However, only mean force
resulted in satisfactory results. As stated previously, extracting
features is a complex topic and is not the focus of this paper. A
detailed analysis with other features is the focus of future work.

The results of the MIMC model for perceived comfort (for
survey-based model and CE model) are presented in Table 3. Fac-
tor loadings of only reflective measures are presented in Table 3.
We observe the following from Table 3:

— The factor loadings of perceived comfort are satisfactory.
— The overall fit indices, CFI, GFI, and NNFI are satisfactory.

Thus, we can state that the MIMC model for perceived
comfort for both survey-based and CE model are
satisfactory.

— While comparing models, the model with lower AIC and BIC
is considered more effective. The values of AIC and BIC
obtained for the CE model are better than that of the survey-
based model, demonstrating that the measurement model of
perceived comfort for the CE model is better than that of the
survey-based model.

This is a significant finding as it confirms that sensor data can
be used to quantitatively model and understand psychological
constructs like perceived comfort. This result shows that objective
user–product interaction data can be collected using sensors and
incorporated in the model, reducing and potentially eliminating
the dependency on consumers to provide survey feedback. In
other words, there is a potential to replace or augment formative
survey measures with formative sensor measures.

However, based on the fit indices of the CE model, it is clear
that there is opportunity to improve the measurement model as
not all fit indices are in the satisfactory range (CFI and NNFI are
less than the desired level of 0.9). For the CE model, as shown in
Fig. 5 and discussed in Sec. 4.4, the feature extraction from raw
sensor data is a critical step and affects the measurement model
quality. Research on improved feature extraction strategies and/or
automatic feature extraction using machine learning methods and
its effects on the model is a topic of future work [77].

Based on the CFA results, the SEM model is estimated and pre-
sented in Sec. 4.5.2 to illustrate the effectiveness of the cyber-
empathic model compared to the pure survey-based model.

4.5.2 SEM Model Assessment and Comparison. The factor
scores obtained using the CFA presented in Sec. 4.5.1 are used to
estimate the parameters of the overall structural model. The
underlying hypothesis of the psychological construct relationship
is shown in Fig. 4. Causal discovery (i.e., developing the underly-
ing structural relationship of psychological constructs) is not in
the scope of this work. Instead a structural relationship is assumed
for this case study based on past research [68,69]. The results dis-
cussed in this section assume that the overall structural relation-
ship defined is accurate and includes all relevant confounds. We
acknowledge that if one cannot verify these conditions during
experimentation, the results obtained may be misleading.

Survey-based model assessment: For the survey-based model, the
structural model obtained is presented in Fig. 6. The p-values
obtained to test the significance of the structural relationships and
the overall model fit indices are presented in Table 4. We observe
from the p-values that the relationships—design appeal to perceived
comfort and perceived usability to perceived comfort—are not sig-
nificant. Thus, as per previous recommendations [61], these two
relationships are eliminated and the structural model is re-evaluated.

After re-evaluation, the structural model along with the p-
values of the relationships and overall fit-indices are presented in
Fig. 7 and Table 5, respectively. We observe that all relationships
are now significant and from the overall fit indices, we can also
state that a satisfactory model is obtained. In addition, by compar-
ing the AIC and BIC values of Tables 4 and 5, we can also state
that an improved survey-based model is obtained. A similar
assessment for the CE-model is also conducted and compared
with the survey-based model to test the hypothesis that
user–product interaction data are useful for improving user per-
ception modeling.

CE model assessment: The structural model and the parameters
obtained for the CE model are presented in Fig. 8 and Table 6.
From the fit indices, it is also clear in this case that the model is
satisfactory. However, similar to the survey-based model, the rela-
tionships design appeal to perceived comfort and perceived
usability to perceived comfort are not significant. Thus, these two
relationships are eliminated and the structural model is re-
evaluated.

The re-evaluated structural model along with the p-values and
overall fit indices are presented in Fig. 9 and Table 7, respectively.
We observe that all relationships are significant and also the
model is satisfactory. As a result, the survey-based and the CE
model can now be compared.

To test the hypothesis that user–product interaction data are
effective to model user perception and address research challenge
(iii), a comparison of the survey-based model and CE model is
conducted based on the overall fit indices of Tables 5 and 7. We
observe that the AIC and BIC values of the CE model are lower
than those of the survey-based model. As per previous recommen-
dations [57], we conclude that for this case study and the assumed
structural relationship, the CE model is more effective and has
better explanatory power than the survey-based model.

In addition to AIC and BIC, we observe that the BCC score,
which is a single sample cross-validation index, of the survey-

Fig. 6 CB-SEM analysis (survey-based model)
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based model is greater than 2.0, while for the CE model, it is less
than 2.0. As per recommendations [76], since the BCC score of
the CE model is less than 2.0 and is lower than the BCC score of
the survey-based model, we conclude that the CE model has better
generalizability relative to the survey-based model. Thus, we can
say that for this case study, we can replace or augment formative
survey measures with formative sensor measures to model user
perception for the sensor-integrated shoe. Hence, the CE model is
more effective for modeling user perceptions about a product
addressing research challenge (iii) presented in Sec. 1. Similar
model testing using other structural model assumptions and other
products is required to validate this claim further, which is a topic
of future research.

To summarize, we have addressed the research challenges in
the following ways:

(i) we use product-embedded sensors to capture user–product
interaction data (Sec. 3.1),

(ii) we use SEM to establish a relationship between
user–product interaction data and psychological constructs
(Sec. 3.2), and

(iii) using a sensor-integrated shoe case study, we demonstrate
the effectiveness of incorporating user–product interaction
data captured using sensors to model user perceptions
(Sec. 4).

As a result of this enhanced model of user perceptions, engi-
neers can be exposed to previously unknown relationships
between product form and function. In Sec. 4.5.3, we highlight
one such example.

4.5.3 Example of Possible Actionable Insight. Based on the
factor analysis and measurement model of the CE framework, an

important insight is revealed. In the survey-based model, partici-
pants were asked to provide localized comfort measures specific
to certain areas—fore-, mid-, and hind-foot (Fig. 3(a)). These spe-
cific locations and corresponding survey measures represent a
designer’s mental model as we concentrated on these specific
areas of the foot. However, the factor analysis revealed sensor
groups that differ from the areas specified in the survey-based
model. These groups are shown in Fig. 10, where each group is
highlighted (black dotted, gray or white). As the measurement
model obtained for CE is better than that of the survey-based
model, we can conclude that these sensor groups have better
explanatory power to describe how comfort is experienced by the
participants. Thus, for a future generation of this shoe, instead of
focusing on the regions specified in Fig. 3, focus might be better
directed toward the regions shown in Fig. 10. This observation
and the aforementioned suggestion is a significant result for the
experiment conducted because it underscores the argument pre-
sented in Secs. 1 and 2 that designers’ mental models may include
invalid assumptions about how products are experienced by end-
users. We consider this as an actionable insight that would guide
product manipulation studies in which we might vary the stiffness
of material in the three regions of Fig. 10 to systematically look
for better designs for individual users.

Surveys alone cannot reveal such bias, but the sensors can
decouple user feedback from potential designer bias by replacing
survey-based formative indicators with sensor-based measures.
The objective of the CE framework is to discover and reveal these

Table 4 CB-SEM analysis (survey-based model)

Relationship Estimated parameter p-value

Design appeal to perceived comfort 0.07 0.281
Perceived effectiveness to perceived comfort 0.16 0.027
Perceived usability to perceived comfort 0.09 0.172
Perceived comfort to user evaluation 0.86 0.000
User evaluation to adoption intention 0.78 0.000

Model fits v2 df GFI CFI NNFI RMSEA AIC BIC BCC

Campus walk (N¼ 142) 503.98 223.00 0.80 0.89 0.88 0.09 609.98 766.64 4.05

Satisfactory values: CR, GFI, CFI, NNFI � 0.9, AVE � 0.5 [73–75], 0<BCC< 2.0 [76]

Fig. 7 Re-evaluated CB-SEM analysis (survey-based model)

Table 5 Re-evaluated CB-SEM analysis (survey-based model)

Relationship Estimated parameter p-value

Perceived effectiveness to perceived comfort 0.20 0.006
Perceived comfort to user evaluation 0.87 0.000
User evaluation to adoption intention 0.78 0.000

Model fits v2 df GFI CFI NNFI RMSEA AIC BIC BCC

Campus walk (N¼ 142) 297.54 114.00 0.84 0.89 0.86 0.10 375.54 490.813 2.45

Satisfactory values: CR, GFI, CFI, NNFI � 0.9, AVE � 0.5 [73–75], 0<BCC< 2.0 [76]

Fig. 8 CB-SEM analysis (cyber-empathic model)
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potential patterns and information as demonstrated in this case
study. However, this leads to another important question for the
designer, which is whether the areas shown by the sensor grouping
and the associated engineering properties are responsible for cer-
tain perceived comfort perception of the user. This can be studied
and analyzed by conducting product manipulations, a topic of
future work.

4.6 Current Limitations. Although the results of this work
are promising and a good starting point for further development,
there are a few important caveats to consider.

� In the current form and the demonstration of the CE frame-
work, readers should not consider the CE model obtained
and assessed as a causal model. To develop a causal model,
product attributes should be manipulated (with the assump-
tion that it will change the manner in which users interact
with the product), obtain sensor information, and assess the
effect of manipulation on user perception. The resultant map-
ping of the product attribute and user perception from the
sensor information can lead to causal model development. In
this work, we have demonstrated that user–product interac-
tion information obtained using sensors can be useful in
modeling user perception.

� The structural relationship of the psychological construct is
theory driven and adopted from the well-established technol-
ogy adoption model. This is with the assumption that all rele-
vant confounds have been taken into consideration. If the
technology adoption model is not suitable for a particular
product or a scenario, then alternative models should be con-
sidered, explored, and tested. The model exploration and
testing should be conducted following the principles of

structural equation modeling that have been demonstrated in
this work as well.

� The CE framework is also dependent on the types of sensors
used, their placement, and their relationship with the attrib-
utes. This represents another form of bias and guidelines
should be developed in the future to address this.

� There is restriction on the manner in which the experiments
are conducted and its relation to the CE framework. When
users are interacting with the product, designers should be
aware of the usage contexts in which the product is being
used. For example, in the case study presented, we limited
the usage contexts to walking, walking upstairs, walking
downstairs, and sitting. If designers are not aware of the
usage contexts, then the sensor feature extraction procedure
can be complicated and also introduce other confounds that
can affect user perception. In that case, the CE model may
not result in useful results or may fail altogether.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

Current product design approaches face significant challenges
when trying to integrate user–product interaction data in a quantita-
tive manner to support design decisions. In addition, these methods
rely on designers’ mental models to map important product attrib-
utes to consumer perceptions. In this paper, we present a frame-
work demonstrating that user–product interaction can be used to
model user perceptions and also provide actionable insights. This
new cyber-empathic framework captures user–product interaction
data using embedded sensors. Structural equation modeling is used
as the analytical method for modeling and parameter estimation.
This technique can be useful to reveal unknown patterns that can
differ from preconceived mental models of the designer. There are
multiple potential benefits of the proposed framework in semicon-
trolled scenarios:

(a) It can be scaled to n-users where designers can “observe”
product use and extract information in real time.

(b) The information obtained is semicontrolled data, revealing
actual variability, and more information from broad use
scenarios. This can lead to identification of certain design
cues that designers may not have considered.

Table 6 CB-SEM analysis (cyber-empathic model)

Relationship Estimated parameter p-value

Design appeal to perceived comfort 0.11 0.129
Perceived effectiveness to perceived comfort 0.28 0.000
Perceived usability to perceived comfort �0.01 0.944
Perceived comfort to user evaluation 0.80 0.000
User evaluation to adoption intention 0.72 0.000

Model fits v2 df GFI CFI NNFI RMSEA AIC BIC BCC

Campus walk (N¼ 142) 412.70 223.00 0.81 0.93 0.92 0.07 518.70 675.36 3.41

Satisfactory values: CR, GFI, CFI, NNFI � 0.9, AVE � 0.5 [73–75], 0<BCC< 2.0 [76]

Table 7 Re-evaluated CB-SEM analysis (cyber-empathic model)

Relationship Estimated parameter p-value

Perceived effectiveness to perceived comfort 0.31 0.000
Perceived comfort to user evaluation 0.80 0.000
User evaluation to adoption intention 0.72 0.000

Model fits v2 df GFI CFI NNFI RMSEA AIC BIC BCC

Campus walk (N¼ 142) 208.89 114.00 0.86 0.94 0.93 0.08 286.89 402.17 1.83

Satisfactory values: CR, GFI, CFI, NNFI � 0.9, AVE � 0.5 [73–75], 0<BCC< 2.0 [76]

Fig. 9 Re-evaluated CB-SEM analysis (cyber-empathic model)
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(c) As the sensor data can provide direct information regarding
specific product attributes to the designers, this has the
potential of reducing (and even eliminating) the designers’
cognitive load and mental model bias, by providing action-
able insights to designers. Direct information obtained
about product attributes eliminates the sole reliance on a
designer to map consumer information to the design space.

(d) As the user–product interaction data obtained from sensors
are mapped onto a network of interconnected judgments
(psychological constructs), the designer obtains a hierarchi-
cal model. At the lowest level of this model is the
user–product interaction data and at the highest level is
user–product perception. The model is intended to help the
designer in understanding the cause behind the perception
and map it to the product attribute most significantly affect-
ing consumer perceptions.

A shoe case study is used to demonstrate the framework effec-
tiveness and test our hypotheses. Using the case study, we learned
and demonstrated that sensor signals can be used to model user
perceptions in a more effective manner than using survey data
alone. Using the case study, we also demonstrate how various psy-
chological constructs can be used to develop a model for user per-
ceptions using the SEM technique. The cyber-empathic model
revealed sensor-based groups that were different from those we
identified in the shoe design literature, which influenced our sur-
vey questions. This leads to a need to study and analyze the causal-
ity of the new shoe regions identified using sensors and associated
engineering attributes on user perception by product manipulation.

While the insights and results are very encouraging, there
remains significant potential for further studies and advances. Cur-
rently, we have demonstrated the mapping of sensor information
onto a network of psychological constructs and have shown model
improvement over a standard survey-based model. This provides
a foundation for future studies that explicitly tests design infer-
ences using the sensor information and psychological constructs.
Specifically, there is potential to manipulate product features and
then measure the changes in perception using sensors and psycho-
logical construct models.

In addition, the shoe case study used in this work has limited
complexity, with a limited number of sensors integrated. A more
complex case study is needed to study the effectiveness of the
framework as product complexity scales. A more complex case

study would also facilitate the integration of big data methods
with the cyber-empathic framework.

Integration of big data techniques would allow the framework
to incorporate data from a variety of heterogeneous sensors. Sen-
sors that not only embedded in the products but also attached to
the users (e.g., a heart rate monitor) may lead to better understand-
ing about users’ perception. Research will be conducted to incor-
porate different types of sensors capturing various modalities of
interaction to use with the proposed model.

Also, this work is limited to only linear interactions among the
psychological constructs. However, there is a possibility that these
relationships are nonlinear in nature. Therefore, the framework
presented here should be extended to incorporate nonlinear rela-
tionships among the constructs.

Finally, there are a number of advances to be made on the struc-
tural model itself. While MIMC is used to model the perceived
comfort construct, a more theoretical analysis is needed to vali-
date its broader usefulness. We also see an opportunity to inte-
grate machine learning algorithms with the cyber-empathic
framework to provide more effective feature extraction and inte-
gration of sensors as explored in Ref. [77].
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